
HEAVY-MOLECULE ASTROCHEMISTRY: PRECURSORS TO LIFE?Carl Heiles1. HEAVY MOLECULESMost known interstellar moleules are small and have their lowest transitions in the millimeterwavelength range. Heavier moleules have their lowest transitions in the mirowave range and areespeially prominent at the low temperatures that haraterize many dense moleular louds. More-over, low frequenies are ruial for identifying heavy moleules. Any individual heavy moleule haslow abundane, and in the plethora of lighter moleular lines at mm wavelengths they fall belowthe onfusion level. But the lighter moleules don't have low frequeny lines, so the low frequeniesare free of onfusion and heavy moleules stand out learly and unambiguously.While any individual heavy moleule has low abundane, there are many possibilities for formingdiverse kinds of heavy moleules. Therefore, the total mass residing in heavy moleules might wellbe high|in dense moleular louds, heavy moleules and dust grains might well soak up moreheavy elements than the more ommonly observed light moleules.2. GALACTIC AND EXTRAGALACTIC ASTROCHEMISTRY: PRECURSORSTO LIFE?The past few years have seen fasinating results from spetral sans and targeted moleu-lar searhes at mirowave frequenies. In the Milky Way, Kalenskii et al. (2004) sanned theyanopolyyne peak in TMC-1 from 4-6 and 8-10 GHz and observed about a dozen heavy moleules,about half of whih were new disoveries. Heavy anions have also been disovered here; these dis-overies have kiked o� the explosively emerging �eld of heavy anioni hemistry in dense moleularlouds, disussed below.Astronomial moleular spetrosopy isn't on�ned to the Milky Way. They should be visi-ble in external galaxies, too, partiular under the exoti onditions and rampant star formationharateristi of ULIRGS. Salter et al. (2007) and Ghosh et al. (2007) used Areibo to begin aspetral san in the ULIRG Arp 220 from 1.1-10 GHz and disovered several new moleules, in-luding the pre-bioti CH2NH (methanimine) and possibly HCOOH (formi aid). Methanamine isa pre-bioti moleule whih an play a part in forming glyine, the simplest amino aid, either in-diretly through ombining with hydrogen yanide (HCN) and then reating with water moleules,or diretly through ombining with formi aid (HCOOH). The methanamine in Arp 220 appearsto be a kilomaser or a megamaser, similar to the OH megamasers in many ULIRGS.We see ourselves at the beginning of a new �eld: extragalati astrohemistry. Heavy moleularspetrosopy is a developing subjet, with new results from the terrestrial laboratory leading theway to astronomial disovery, whih in turn feeds bak to point the diretion for future lab work.This interhange represents the best sienti� tradition: an intimate, rih interhange between thesky and the lab. It undersores the need for sensitive spetrosopi surveys in the GHz rangebeause only they an provide de�nitive and unambiguous moleular identi�ations, free from theonfusion of the forest of lines from light moleules at mm wavelengths.



With all these new detetions of large moleules, we see one again the prinipal �nding ofmoleular astrophysis: dense louds in spae ontain an astonishingly rih olletion of bothfamiliar and exoti moleules in various states of ionization and exitation. It means that there aremany more ways to build large organi moleules in these environments than have been previouslyexplored. These add to the number of paths available for making the omplex organi moleulesand other large moleular speies that may be the preursors to life.3. POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS|PAHsLaboratory moleular spetrosopy is now exploring PAHs (Thorwirth et al. 2007); see Figure 1.PAHs are known to be ommon in the ISM beause their vibrational and bending modes produeeasily detetable IR lines. As a result, PAHs have long been reognized as highly importantfor ISM heating, not just in dense but also in di�use regions, where their heating dominates allother mehanisms. They might also play important roles in astrohemistry, partiularly for heavymoleules. They might also produe the unidenti�ed 3-20 �m IR bands, the di�use unidenti�edvisible absorption lines, and even the 2400 Angstrom UV absorption bump.However, these IR lines hange very little from one PAH to another, so it has been impossibleto take an inventory of interstellar PAHs. Mirowave spetrosopy o�ers the possibility to takethis detailed inventory. Currently, laboratory spetrosopy data exist for anenaphthene (C12H10;Figure 1), anenaphthylene (C12H8), and uorene (C13H10). The lowest rotational transitions arein the GHz range and are now aessible with large radio telesopes. Reliable transition frequeniesan be alulated from the entimeter- into the millimeter-wave regime to probe both the old andwarm moleular objets, but identi�ations are always more reliable at lower frequenies beauseof the moleular line onfusion problem at mm wavelengths.

Fig. 1.| Laboratory rotational spetrum of the PAH aenaphthene at 8.4 GHz.2



4. HEAVY MOLECULAR ANIONS: MODERATORS OF THE MAGNETICFIELD IN STAR FORMATION?The past year has seen a remarkable development in moleular loud hemistry: the insurgeneof heavy anions suh as C6H� (MCarthy et al. 2006) and C8H� (Br�unken et al. 2007; Remijanet al. 2007) as important interstellar onstituents. Until reently, all the astrohemial reationnetworks have ignored anions. This an no longer be the ase.The impat of these anions on star formation may o�er a radial new insight into the themagneti �eld's role in star formation. The anions have soaked up otherwise free eletrons, whihredues the ondutivity, dereases the degree of magneti ux freezing, and inreases the rate ofambipolar di�usion|all of whih make star formation easier and faster within dense moleularlouds, a trend that vitally inuenes the star formation proess.These anions are disovered in two widely di�ering environments. One is the nearest andmost proli� moleular gold mine, the \yanopolyyne peak" in Taurus Moleular Cloud-1. Thisnearby reservoir of old, dense gas o�ers terrestrial astronomers the rihest soure of moleulardetetions that are not inuened by massive stars. At the opposite extreme is the stellar envelopeof IRC+10216, an unshielded warm stellar envelope subjet to intense IR ux. The presene of theseanions in widely di�ering environmental onditions indiate that anions are not only surprisinglyabundant in partiular environments, but reside in almost all dense environments with temperaturesand radiation �elds that range from shielded old louds to unshielded warm gas. The rami�ationsfor the magneti �eld's inuene might be surprisingly widespread.It might seem paradoxial that the �rst moleular anion in spae is larger than nearly all theneutral moleules that have been found and larger than all the ations. But size onfers stability,and the ross setion for eletron radiative attahment inreases with size to favor the formationof large ions (Lepp & Dalgarno 1988a, 1988b). Another ruial fator favoring CnH is the unusualstability for large even n (odd n moleules are not so stable). The anions possess an exeptionallyhigh eletron binding energy, whih strongly favors eletron attahment. The isoeletroni nitrogenanalogs, CnN�, may also be plentiful.These reent disoveries are the result of a program of laboratory measurements and a realizationof the importane of a new formation mehanism for heavy moleules and their anioni ounterparts(Wright et al. 2006). In forming the anions, the �rst step is to form their unharged moleularounterparts. This is initiated by the ombination of C2H2 with C2 to form C4H; and theneforth,the repetitive suessive ombination of CnH with C2. The next step is the eletron attahmentto form the anion, C6H + e� ! C6H� + h�. With these heavy moleules, there is a high densityof vibrational states whih are available to dissipate the exess energy of formation by photonemission. Spetrosopi and quantum onsiderations, together with the large dipole moment of theanions, make their lines strong and easy to detet.
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5. INSTRUMENTAL NEEDS5.1. The Need for Complete 0.5-10 GHz Spetral SansThe feedbak between observers of the sky and experimenters in the lab traditionally goes twoways: astronomers provide unidenti�ed lines and frequenies; experimenters provide identi�ed linesand frequenies. Performing a spetral san over the 0.5-10 GHz range with existing equipmentis a prohibitively time-expensive proposition beause at most telesopes the widest band is . 100MHz; there are ninety-�ve 100 MHz hunks in the 0.5-10 GHz range! Muh better is to over therange in one 9 GHz or two smaller hunks, saving observing time by two orders of magnitude. Inold regions, line are narrow, partiularly for heavy moleules; a frequeny resolution � 1 kHz isappropriate at the lower end; somewhat wider is aeptable at the higher end. For the full 0.5-10GHz range, this amounts to & 107 frequeny hannels.We envision a number of these sans: one in TMC-1, one in IRC+10216, one in Arp 220, andfew more in seleted Galati regions and ative galaxies. Sensitivity is paramount: with suhoverage one ould spend a few tens of hours on eah region, produing exquisite sensitivity thatshould allow exploration of anions, PAHs, and numerous other heavy moleules, both known andunknown. 5.2. Telesopes and Wideband Spetral CoverageWe envision these observations ourring at either, or both, the Allen Telesope Array andAreibo. Only Areibo has the point-soure sensitivy needed for external galaxies, and only theATA has the ombination of angular resolution and �eld of view required to observe, simultaneouslyover wide bandwidths with high spetral resolution, Galati moleular louds where the positionalonentrations of heavy moleules are unknown.Covering the 0.5-10 GHz spetral range in one or two hunks requires either a 20:1 or two 4:1bandwidth low-noise reeivers. The 20:1 bandwidth is part of the urrent design of the Allen Tele-sope Array. Areibo envisions the possibility of 4:1 bandwidth reeivers as a future development.5.3. A Wideband, High-Resolution, Interferene-Resistant SpetrometerCovering the 1-10 GHz spetral range in one or two hunks requires a apable spetrometer.It seems impratial to pursue a single spetrometer that overs the full range: not only doesthis push modern digital eletronis, but it also makes the spetrum suseptible to strong inter-ferene ourring anywhere in the band. A number of smaller-bandwidth spetrometers with theabovementioned spetral resolution is appropriate.6. REFERENCESBr�unken, S.; Gupta, H.; Gottlieb, C. A.; MCarthy, M. C.; Thaddeus, P. 2007, \Detetion of theCarbon Chain Negative Ion C8H- in TMC-1", ApJ 664, L43Ghosh, Tapasi; Catinella, B.; Lebron, M.; Lerner, M. S.; Minhin, R.; Momjian, E.; Salter, C. J.4
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